Plane crashes in India killing 160

That is the news, and The Post made it breaking.

News Alert: India plane crash kills at least 160 people, officials say
10:58 PM EDT Friday, May 21, 2010
-------------------

At least 160 people died in an Air India plane crash in southern India early on Saturday after the plane overshot the runway, V.S. Acharya, Home Minister of the southern state of Karnataka, told reporters.

For more information, visit washingtonpost.com:
http://link.email.washingtonpost.com/r/DME6KX/SR5HG/GICHGF/VAJWGL/OBRCO/QR/t

Search term: there seemed little question so the search term became india plane crash

The post made it breaking news at 10:58 EDT, and I did my first search at 11:30 CDT. The first search picked up 1500 messages -- it got to the max. The first message was 10:06 CDT. So someone knew about the crash before The Post posted the alert.
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